Welcome to the GAME STUDIES DOWNLOAD
The Game Studies Download is compiled annually by Jane McGonigal, Ian Bogost, and Mia Consalvo for the Game Developers Conference. 
It's a summary of the top ten research findings from academic game studies from the previous calendar year. 
Our main criteria for selecting studies is simple: the direct relevance of the researchers' insights to the future innovation of game design and development.

This is our 2008 "Shadow List" - The Top 10 Research Findings that We Couldn't Fit on our First Top 10 List.

Jane selected the first 3, Ian the next 3, and Mia the final set.
“Human, all too non-Human: Coop AI and the Conversation of Action”
Simon Bart
Department of Sociology and Anthropology 
Concordia University, Canada
From the DiGRA 2008 Conference Proceedings

Games covered: Call of Duty 2, Jedi Knight  (these are kind of outdated but could be definitely updated with 2007 game examples)

I’m recommending this paper to you guys, but I am absolutely up for presenting it myself if you guys find other stuff you like better.

Here’s the abstract:

This paper considers the cultural sociological questions that might begin to be asked when players understand themselves to be cooperating rather than competing with the computer when they play digital games. Coop play with game AI in games like Call of Duty provides the basis for understanding human relationships with computers and machines in a way that may differ from the cultural historical antagonism embodied in a game like computer chess. This investigation also opens the doors for the analysis of emergent play in human-computer interaction.

I actually liked the conclusion the best. It’s kind of a bit of an alternative to the hype over social games now. There are still lots of people who don’t want to play multi-player or social games, and this paper winds up offering a really interesting take on social gameplay in a solo-player context. I think that’s a brilliant twist on relevant issues and would like to include it in the list for that reason! Here’s the conclusion:

Can a study of friendship make any sense in the context of a solo game? I will never forget the game designer who approached me after a talk arguing for the essential sociality of digital games. He said to me that the only reason he plays games is to get away from people… to be antisocial on purpose. He is right but with this my argument here is thrown into bold relief. The solo game is posthumanistically social and that critically posthuman gameplay generates a reflection on the relationships we develop with machines whilst humanistic gameplay supplies the illusion that the player is the only autonomous agent in the room. So, of course I now wonder, what would the social imaginary of friendship with a machine look like?


“Counting barrels in Quake 4: affordances and homodiegetic structures in FPS worlds”
Dan Pinchbeck
Advanced Games Research Group 
University of Portsmouth, UK
From the DiGRA 2008 Conference Proceedings

Games covered: primarily Quake 4, but also Prey, Crysis, Far Cry 2

This complicated article combines cognitive science with pretty hard-core “ludic theory” to look at the FPS genre, exploring “in-game objects according to their affordances – what action they enable”. I’d recommend this study to one of you guys if you’re interested. Ian, you might be a good fit for this (you’re good with the high theory stuff) Here’s an excerpt:

“Some objects within an environment have no ludic affordances; they afford no action. They may retain a function in terms of aesthetics, engagement or narrative, but they remain oblivious to the activity of play - although this is not to say, however, they do not assert an active influence upon player behaviour.”

“Why does Doom 3 fail where Quake 4 succeeds? This has been ascribed to a lack of narrative progression, characters to empathize with, overly similar level design, poorly defined goals and repetitive action sequences. We would like to suggest another potential reason and, in doing so, highlight the essential approach of the ludodiegesis model: Doom 3 does not deliver what it promises the player in terms of the depth and complexity of the reality on offer. Ludodiegesis is drawn from a player experience perspective based upon observations from cognitive science (20). It argues that our conscious experience of reality is formed from a subset of available information and, further, that this natural filtering system is historically manipulated to great effect by a large number of non-technological virtual realities such as ritual. Simply put, we are pre-disposed to accepting reduced sets of stimuli as significantly real. That is not to say we are fooled for a second into thinking game worlds are really real, but that we can operate seamlessly within them as if they were real on their terms, according to their rules, and within their affordance sets without problem, provided the reduction is managed and maintained effectively. Ludodiegesis thus looks for the epistemological function in homodiegetic devices that may or may not have a direct ludic significance, or attached ludic affordances.” 


“The Disappearance and Reappearance and Disappearance of the Player in Videogame Advertising”
Bryan-Mitchell Young 
Department of Communication and Culture
Indiana University, USA

Game consoles covered: Wii, Atari 2600—but I would expand to Halo 3, Call of Duty 4, etc.

This is a clever, clever essay on the presence of gamers in early videogame ads (for Atari 2600, e.g.) and some new ads (for Wii, e.g.) and their complete absence from others ads, which show only the content of the game as opposed to the experience of the players.

The author focuses on the “educational” purpose of showing players in ads – teaching newbies how to engage with a new kind of interface, as well as educating viewers about the kinds of social experiences that are possible with videogames. 

But I think there’s a bigger story here that I would extrapolate from the study, which is the emphasis showing off the players’ experience rather than the media object. I think this is a strategy that could be applied across platform and genres (imagine an add that showed players of Halo 3 coordinating a battle in real-time or WoW running a raid) and the failure to do so to date speaks to a larger failure of the game industry to focus on experience rather than content.

We’ve never had a game marketing study on the list, and I would like this one to be our first!

Big bonus: There are some great screenshots, like this one!
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Juul, Jesper. “Swap Adjacent Gems to Make Sets of Three: A History of Matching Tile Games.” Artifact journal, Volume 2, 2007. Also available at http://www.jesperjuul.net/text/swapadjacent/.

Games discussed: Tetris, Centipede, Puzzle Bobble, Zuma, Luxor, many others

Country: Denmark

The casual games marketplace puts conflicting pressures on game developers: Innovate enough to differentiate, but make the game sufficiently like other games that players find it easy to pick up and play. When player picks up a game, they are also using their conception of video game history to understand the new game.

The article presents a history of matching tiles games, including a complex family tree of influence and innovation. Categories in the family tree include timed vs. non-timed, methods of tile manipulation, and criteria for matching.

Innovation in casual games is incremental, and based on combinations of mechanics from existing games. This creates a somewhat schizophrenic environment of cutthroat competition between developers simultaneously trying to out-innovate and out-clone each other. 

The basic development method has been analyzing existing games, identifying their basic components, and then creating prototypes that combined elements in new ways in order to create a moderately innovative matching tile game. 

Takeaway: The key finding here for our audience is that the actual historical origins and influences of casual games developers are less important than the ones that the players come to the game with. The innovations that will be legible to these players depend strongly on their experience with specific previous games. 


Mark Rowell Wallin. “Myths, Monsters and Markets: Ethos, Identification, and the Video Game Adaptations of The Lord of the Rings.” Game Studies 7:1 (2007), http://gamestudies.org/0701/articles/wallin.

Games Discussed: EA's Lord of the Rings series, Vivendi/Tolkien Estates Lord of the Rings Series

Country: Canada

The article argues that adaptations power in general comes from association. That is, when we consume adaptations we don't just consume the new version, but we also relate that experience to our own, previous experiences of a previous source text, or text.

Games don't reproduce the narratives of film/novels very well, but they do evoke their atmospheres. The author identifies four ways that videogames produce narrative in this context: evoking a pre-existing narrative association, providing a staging ground upon which narratives may be created, imbedding narrative elements, and providing resources for emergent narratives. 

The EA games rely more on reproducing the cinematic narrative of Peter Jackson's films. But the Vivendi/Tolkein Estates games focus on the narrative detail of the written texts, e.g. the Hobbit game, like the book, is crafted for children with an adventure/Zelda type theme. These games run into problems with fidelity; there is too much here 

Takeaway: The author's intention is to show the conflicting and interrelating concepts of authorship and fidelity at work in the production of adaptations. But the more poignant takeaway for our audience is the idea that people approach adaptations with an orientation toward different versions of the work and different experiences of it. Straight cinematic narrative adaptations or skinnings of RPGs may miss this opportunity (in the case of LOTR, for example, none of the games reproduce the mythical narrative structure of Tolkein's broader works, e.g. The Silmarillion, which so many readers of the texts enjoy). Game adaptations can benefit from taking into account the reactions of audiences to a film or book, even including specific interpretations of a work by a critic or fan community. 



Mühling, M., Ewerth, R., Stadelmann, T., Freisleben, B., Weber, R., and Mathiak, K. 2007. “Semantic video analysis for psychological research on violence in computer games.” Proceedings of the 6th ACM international Conference on Image and Video Retrieval (Amsterdam, The Netherlands, July 09 - 11, 2007). CIVR ‘07. ACM, New York, NY, 611-618. http://doi.acm.org/10.1145/1282280.1282367 

Games Covered: “Violent” games in general 

Country: Germany, USA

The paper describes a problem in the study of the psychological study of the effects of violence in videogames. To study such phenomena, the violent material in games must first be coded. This is a time-consuming, human labor intensive process. 

The study describes an automated computational process to identify the apparently "violent" content in games via a semantic analyis of game video and audio via a machine learning algorithm. Content scanned includes the sound of gunshots or other short-energy bursts, as well as color or texture bursts. The study reports an 87.5% accuracy rate. 

Takeaway: The takeaway here is somewhat subtle, and it may not be appropriate for the download. But I think it's important for videogame developers and publishers to anticipate public relations skirmishes they may encounter in advance rather than in retrospect. This sort of decontextualized anaylsis of game content is clearly troublesome, and may pose challenges in the future. 


“Creative uses of software errors: Glitches and cheats”
Wilma Alice Bainbridge & William Sims Bainbridge
Yale & National Science Foundation
Social Science Computer Review

Games studies: Many, including Castlevania 2, Super Mario Sunshine, Sonic Adventures 2, Animal Crossing, Wind Waker, etc.

This couple wanted to study the role that glitches and cheats played in videogames (sounds familiar). What they did was really cool—after finding some glitches in games on their own, they created the “Center for Glitch Studies” and asked people to submit known glitches and cheats for games, and they ended up collecting 751 glitches in 155 videogames. They wanted to challenge the idea that glitches were normatively considered bad by computer scientists and see how players were using them.

They categorize every glitch into 10 categories, subsumed under model discrepancy, programming and unanticipated input. They report “The really interesting glitches offer the player a completely new aspect of game play, affect the game over the long term, or greatly alter multiple facets of the game (e.g., sound, colors, and layering of the sprites that constitute the image components of a scene).”
They also study cheats, finding similar things

Overall the findings replicate a lot of what I found in my book, but it could bear repeating. Essentially, ‘mistakes’ that get left or forgotten in games by developers are a rich source of player culture and can often enhance the gameplay experience. They often lead to a metagame of finding such elements, over and above everyday gameplay.



“The digital dollhouse: Context and social norms in The Sims Online”
Rosa Mikeal Martey & Jennifer Stromer-Galley
Colorado State & U Albany, SUNY
Games and Culture

Game Studied: The Sims Online

While the game itself is dated, the authors have some interesting data to share. They examined, through time spent in world, how players used the various avatar gestures offered by the developers and how norms in a game are shaped by the desin of the game itlsef. This is an important area of study in MMOs, which rely on avatars as means of expression.

In a nutshell, they found that there were definite norms for interaction in world, based on the organizing concept of ‘house,’ and were usually defined by your role- as a host, a guest, or otherwise. Overall, a sense of politeness reigned, which the authors attribute to the context—it is based on a model of visiting other people’s houses, and interacting in more ‘normal’ or everyday settings than fantasy virtual worlds. People would thus fall back on recognized standards for how to behave in other people’s houses. They also, interesting, would not use gestures to censure others but would mainly rely on textual address. This again related back to the context of the interactions.

One good conclusion I think that we can take from the study is that context matters, especially in establishing norms for how players can interact with each other. So a ‘house’ metaphor will create very different norms than a ‘world in crisis’ metaphor. Overarching metaphors for such interaction can trump or limit the various small choices developers offer in the way of gestures.

 

‘The influence of stereotypes on decisions to shoot”
Joshua Correll et al
U of Chicago and U Colorado
European Journal of Social Psychology

This wasn’t a study about videogames, but one that used a game mockup to see how likely subjects were to shoot individuals who were black or white.

The abstract reads:
“Using a videogame to simulate encounters with potentially hostile targets, three studies tested a model in which racial bias in shoot/don’t-shoot decisions reflects accessibility of the stereotype linking Blacks to danger. Study 1 experimentally manipulated the race-danger association by asking participants to read newspaper stories about Black (vs. White) criminals. As predicted, exposure to stories concerning Black criminals increased bias in the decision to shoot. Studies 2 and 3 manipulated the number of White and Black targets with and without guns in the context of the videogame itself. As predicted, frequent presentation of stereotypic (vs. counterstereotypic) targets exacerbated bias (Study 2) and — consistent with our process account — rendered stereotypes more accessible (Study 3).”

I was thinking of this study as a follow up to Ian’s study last year, which stated we needed more diverse portrayals of minority characters in games. This study suggests the more stereotypical images of ‘dangers blacks’ that we see, the more we are inclined to react very negatively to them. Why should videogames be let off the hook. 




